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Date:          January 26, 2017 
 
To:             Michael Cahill, Director 
                   Lorraine O’Connor, DVM 
 
From:        Linda Harrod 
                  Animal Health Inspector 
 
RE:            Greyhound Friends 
                  167 Saddle Hill Road 
                  Hopkinton, MA 01748 
        (508) 435-5969 
        www.greyhoundfds.org 
 
 

 
BACKGROUND: 

Massachusetts Department of Agriculture (“MDAR”) Animal Health Inspector Linda Harrod, Animal Rescue 
League of Boston (“ARLB”) Law Enforcement Department Lieutenant Alan Borgal and Massachusetts Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (“MSPCA”) Officer Nadya Moreno performed an inspection at 
Greyhound Friends (GF) kennel in Hopkinton, MA on December 14, 2016. (See Harrod report dated January 
10, 2017)  Follow up inspections were performed on January 6, 2017 by Inspector Harrod and Lieutenant 
Borgal and on January 13, 2017 by Inspector Harrod, Lieutenant Borgal, Officer Moreno and Detective William 
Burchard of the Hopkinton, MA police department. 
   

 
DISCUSSION – January 6, 2017 inspection: 

 
During the January 6, 2017 inspection, Inspector Harrod and Lieutenant Borgal were met by GF Director 
Louise Coleman and informed her that they were back for a reinspection of the facility.  Sampson, the hound 
dog boarding at GF while his owner recovers from surgery was still in the small office.  
 
Director Coleman’s three personally owned dogs, Gun shy; Penny and Elvis were in the conference room.  
After leaving the reception area, the inspectors went to the kitchen.  Ivan, a hound dog that was returned to GF 
after chasing his new owners’ cat was not in the laundry room where he was observed during the December 14, 
2016 inspection.  Director Coleman stated that Ivan had gone home with kennel employee Michaela Shepherd 
and was slowly adjusting to his new home. There were thirty seven (37) GF dogs in the kennel. In addition 
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Director Coleman’s three (3) personally owned dogs were present as well as the one (1) dog that is boarding, 
Sampson.  
 
The surgical area had two (2) dogs in it, Bravo and Vista who were recovering from a surgical procedure. 
  
The main kennel contained twenty (20) dogs. Fifteen (15) were Greyhounds: (Elmer, Eminem, Cannonball, 
Buck, Medusa, Kara, DNA, Hopp, Dakota, Carlee, Brad, Ronnie, Canada, Hillary, Rob).  Four (4) were  
hounds: (Hunter, Malcolm, Snickers, Jack)  One (1) was a pit bull type dog (Diamond) who is being transferred 
to Pittielove Rescue, a Massachusetts approved shelter/rescue.  
 
The back kennel contained nine (9) dogs. Two (2) were Greyhounds: (Aussie, Marlin). Seven (7) were hounds: 
(Walker, Buddy, Dory, Waylon, and Roscoe [arrival date 10/24/14], Beanie [arrival date 3/2/14], and Maggie 
[arrival date 8/9/13]).  Though an email sent by Director Coleman on December 15, 2016 to Inspector Harrod 
and Lieutenant Borgal stated that “Maggie and Beanie would not be at GF after Christmas,” the dogs were still 
present at GF.  Director Coleman said that she plans to keep Maggie and Beanie for herself, in addition to the 3 
dogs she already owns.  Inspector Harrod reminded Director Coleman that she would need a kennel license in 
the town of Sherborn, where she lives.  Director Coleman stated that Sherborn does not issue kennel licenses.  
Inspector Harrod visited the Sherborn town clerk on January 25, 2017 and discovered that Sherborn does issue 
kennel licenses and Director Coleman’s dogs are not licensed in Sherborn for 2017.  
 
The isolation room contained six (6) dogs, all Greyhounds. (Woomba, Dane, Terrianna, Hershel, Style, 
Monkey). 
 

 
CONCERNS: 

Only one of the issues observed during the December 14, 2016 inspection has been addressed. After the 
inspectors’ arrival, a volunteer began cleaning feces out of the outdoor areas.   
 
 Issues from December 14, 2016 inspection, not yet addressed: 
 

1. There were thirty seven (37) GF dogs at GF during the January 6, 2017 inspection. In addition Director 
Coleman’s three (3) personally owned dogs were present. There was one additional dog that Director 
Coleman stated was a boarder. In total there were forty one (41) dogs on the premises.   There was one 
open kennel run. The kennel license issued by the Town of Hopkinton is for thirty five (35) dogs. On 
this day (1/6/17) there were six (6) dogs over the limit.    

2. Traffic areas on the floor throughout the kennel need to be repaired/painted and/or sealed so that the 
floor is impervious to moisture and can be easily cleaned and disinfected. 

3. The drain in front of the main kennel was again filthy. It needs to be cleaned multiple times a day. 
4. There are numerous rusted/rotted or corroded kennel door piping frames and damaged chain link caging 

in primary enclosures that should not be used until repaired by a fence company.  The dogs could easily 
be injured on this fencing. 

5. The isolation room only has one working light fixture so there is insufficient lighting.  
6. The concrete is breaking down in the kennels and on the floors. Most of the concrete block in the main 

kennel and back room kennel need repair and paint to make them substantially impervious to moisture 
There are large holes chewed in the walls and around guillotine doors in the kennel (primary enclosure 
doors)  

7. There are several areas in the kennel that are not impervious to moisture and a large crack in the floor in 
the isolation room. 
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8. The kennels that house the dogs are in a state of disrepair and are dangerous. 
9. Lieutenant Borgal recommended during the last visit (date) that several of the kennels not be used to 

house dogs and that the kennel doors should be removed to prevent use.  All but one of these kennels 
contained a dog. 

10. There is no plan in place to address the behavioral needs of the dogs that have become “long stay” dogs 
at GF. It is not clear if the dogs receive adequate exercise or enrichment and they exhibit stress related 
behaviors. (“Roscoe” has been at GF for 2 years and 3 months. “Beanie” has been at GF for 2 years and 
10 months; “Maggie” has been at GF for 3 years and 5 months. These three dogs have become long term 
stay dogs at Greyhound Friends). These Long stay dogs have been an ongoing problem at GF.  Some 
dogs experience several years of constant confinement, only to end up being euthanized because they are 
or have become unadoptable.  

11. Some of the dogs’ Kuranda Kennel Beds are large and take up most of the kennel floor space in the 
dog’s primary enclosure. This was very evident in the long term stay dog’s rear isolation area.  

12. Kennel ventilation does not appear adequate as ammonia odors are high. This kennel was designed for 
approximately half the number of dogs that are currently housed in it.  

13. The kennel was built to allow the dog an area to sleep and an area to eliminate.  These two areas are 
separated by a guillotine door.  GF keeps the guillotine door closed, keeping 2 dogs per kennel run 
instead of one in order to house more dogs.  

14. Multiple dogs are arriving on different days/times and are being comingled in the isolation room.  Dr. 
Josephson is signing health certificates on dogs that because of new entrants to the room have not 
completed their 48 hour isolation period.   

 
When asked about cleaning the kennel, Director Coleman stated that GF used bleach mixed with water.  The 
bleach being used is a generic bleach brand. Some brands of bleach have been found to not contain an adequate 
amount of sodium hypochlorite (6%) to properly clean and disinfect.  Any cleaner must be properly diluted per 
the instructions with water and allowed appropriate contact time with the surface being cleaned and disinfected.  
Director Coleman also uses Fabuloso. Lieutenant Borgal asked ARLB Lead Veterinarian Dr. Kyle Quigley 
about Fabuloso in 2015, he stated: 
 

From: "Dr. Kyle Quigley " 
Date: 10/15/15 8:33 AM (GMT-05:00) 
 
Subject: RE: \ColgateSite\media\MSDS\Fabuloso APC Liquid-Lavender.pdf 
 
I am familiar with this cleaner. It is not only a potential skin irritant but is highly chemically scented as well. I think this or any cleaner (as well as disinfectants 
including Lifegaurd) would be likely to cause skin irritation and sores with prolonged contact (if floors remain wet) and inadequate bedding. I think Accel® would 
probably be a far better choice for them for use in a kennel setting (as well as the Kuranda beds you mentioned). 
 
Regards, 
Kyle 
 
C. Kyle Quigley, DVM 
Lead Veterinarian – Community Veterinary Services 
Animal Rescue League of Boston 
 

Lieutenant Borgal recommended the use of Accel, a cleaner and disinfectant used by many kennels.  The 
constant use of bleach over the years at GF has undoubtedly contributed to the degradation of the kennels. 
 
Lieutenant Borgal and Inspector Harrod expressed concern that no effort has been made by GF to address the 
multitude of concerns that have been raised over the past several months.  Director Coleman stated, as she has 
in the past, that there is a handyman that lives down the road who takes care of issues at the kennel though he 
has not yet been contacted.  Lieutenant Borgal told Director Coleman that he is very concerned about the 
conditions at the kennel and felt that it is an inhumane place of detention for animals.  Director Coleman got 
very angry at Lieutenant Borgal and told him that he was threatening her. 
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As in the past, Director Coleman stated that she would contact the board of directors to come up with a plan to 
make improvements to the kennel.   
 
After leaving GF, the inspectors went to the Hopkinton Police Department and met with Lieutenant John Porter.  
Lieutenant Borgal and Inspector Harrod informed Lieutenant Porter that they want to speak with Hopkinton 
Animal Control Officer Bill Proctor in order to share their findings with him prior to his yearly kennel 
inspection at GF. 
 

 
DISCUSSION – January 13, 2017 inspection: 

Another inspection was performed at GF by Inspector Harrod, Lieutenant Borgal, Officer Moreno and 
Hopkinton Police Detective William Burchard on January 13, 2017.  GF Director Louise Coleman was 
informed that the inspectors were back to follow up on the issues that were discussed during the last 2 
inspections (12/14/16 and 1/6/17).  Sampson, the hound dog boarding at GF while his owner recovers from 
surgery was still in the small office.  GF staff member Michaela Shepherd was also present.  As the inspectors 
moved to the kennel area, Ms. Shepherd was observed outside the building moving Ivan, (a hound dog that 
Director Coleman stated in the 1/6/17 inspection had “gone home with Ms. Shepherd and was adjusting to his 
new home” ) from the back kennel and placing him in Director Coleman’s car. Director Coleman’s statements 
on 1/6/17 regarding Ivan implied that the dog was adopted by Ms. Shepherd and living in her home. The dog 
was present at GF kennel on January 13, 2017 and was secreted out of the kennel by Ms. Shepherd into Director 
Coleman’s car in an apparent attempt to mislead the inspectors. 
 
There were thirty eight (38) GF dogs in the kennel. In addition, Director Coleman’s three (3) personally owned 
dogs, Ivan the dog that supposedly now lives with Ms. Shepherd and the one (1) dog that is boarding, Sampson. 
 
Gun shy, Penny and Elvis, Director Coleman’s dogs were in the conference room.   
 
The surgical area had three (3) dogs, Terrianna, Dane and Cathy. 
 
The main kennel contained twenty (20) dogs, fifteen (15) Greyhounds (Elmer, Woomba, Cannonball, Buck, 
Medusa, Kara, Penny, Hillary, Rob, Carlee, Brad, DNA, Hopp, Dakota, Shane and Canada). 4 hounds (Hunter, 
Malcolm, Snickers and Waylon).  
 
The back kennel contained 9 dogs, 4 Greyhounds (Aussie, Greta, Eminem, Marlin). 5 hounds (Walker, Dory, 
Roscoe [arrival date 10/24/14], Beanie [arrival date 3/2/14], Maggie [arrival date 8/9/13]).  The kennel card for 
Roscoe stated that he has Coccidia, a parasitic infection that causes watery diarrhea in dogs. 
 
The isolation room contained six (6) dogs (Monkey Bravo, Hershel, Vista, Style, unknown hound).  Prior to the 
inspectors entering the isolation room, Director Coleman went into the room and removed one unknown dog 
and moved him to the front kennel. 
 

 
POTENTIAL DISEASE: 

In the surgical area there was a note on a clipboard hanging on the wall that stated that 3 dogs, Style, Hunter and 
Monkey had diarrhea.  There were several dogs at GF with loaded syringes of Panacur (Fenbendazole) liquid 
and Flagyl (Metronidazole) pills attached to their charts. (Panacur and Flagyl are the trade names. Fenbendazole 
and Metronidazole are the drug or generic names.  This drug combination is routinely used to treat dogs with 
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Giardiasis, a parasite that lives in the intestines of dogs and is zoonotic, meaning it can be transferred to 
humans. Director Coleman denied that Giardiasis was present in the kennel.  Inspector Harrod wanted to discuss 
this medication protocol with GF veterinarian Dr. Pam Josephson. 
 
Director Coleman attempted to contact Dr. Josephson but she was unavailable.  Director Coleman then called 
Dr. Mischa Leavey of VCA Westborough who also practices at GF. Inspector Harrod spoke to Dr. Leavey who 
stated that she’s “not the primary vet at GF.” Inspector Harrod asked Dr. Leavey about the large number of dogs 
on Panacur (Fenbendazole) and Flagyl (Metronidazole), and asked if the dogs had been fecal tested for any 
diseases such as Giardia, Coccidia, worms etc.  Dr. Leavey stated that “we don’t test at GF.” 
 
Dr. Leavey stated that in order to test for some fecal parasites samples would have to be sent out to a laboratory. 
Dr. Leavey further stated that the veterinarians will treat dogs with diarrhea at GF using Flagyl (Metronidazole) 
without the animals having been tested.  It appears that dogs at GF are being treated for diarrhea without benefit 
of a proper diagnosis of the cause.  It would appear to be a better course of action to test some fecal samples on 
symptomatic dogs despite the inconvenience of needing to ship the samples to a laboratory. Without a proper 
diagnosis some animals may be receiving unnecessary or inappropriate medications. 
 
 

 
Buddy (Medfield Animal Shelter): 

“Buddy”, a 3 year old male hound mix who arrived at GF along with Diamond (now Emma, see below) from 
Indiana on November 19, 2016 (Exhibit 1, 10) was transferred to Medfield Animal Shelter (Exhibit 2) on 
January 11, 2017. The transfer occurred after “Buddy” was evaluated by Animatch, a Massachusetts based 
program that matches adoptable dogs with appropriate shelters that strive to find the dog a home. Interestingly, 
Animatch’s original purpose was to assist with appropriate placement of Massachusetts dogs taken into shelters 
through municipal Animal Control programs. Animatch continued assistance to help move imported dogs from 
GF diverts resources from local dogs. GF needs to make better choices to import only dogs that their group has 
the resources and expertise to assist.    Since January of 2016, Animatch has assisted with the placement of 54 
dogs from GF. 
 
“Buddy” was fecal tested on January 12, 2017 one day after leaving GF. “Buddy” tested positive for both 
Giardia and hookworm (Exhibit 3).  “Buddy” was in the main kennel at GF for two months prior to his transfer 
to Medfield Animal Shelter, apparently undiagnosed and untreated for his parasite load. “Buddy” was in shared 
outside space with other dogs. Both hookworm and Giardia are transmitted by fecal/oral route so any dogs 
coming in contact with infected feces can become infected or further transmit the parasites.   Giardia and 
hookworm are also considered zoonotic and have the potential to infect humans. 
 

 
Candy (Rainbow Rescue): 

“Candy” is a Beagle cross who arrived at GF on November 15, 2011 and remained there for four   years three 
months, until February 22, 2016. “Candy” tested positive for Lyme disease on February 28, 2012 (Exhibit 4, 5). 
“Candy was prescribed 30 days of Doxycycline on February 28, 2012.  “Candy” was retested on 5/29/13, 
10/29/14 and 10/7/15, all of these results were positive for Lyme disease.  “Candy” was transferred to Rainbow 
Rescue on February 22, 2016 where she was seen by a veterinarian that day for excessive urination and blood in 
urine.  She tested positive for Lyme disease, four years after her initial diagnosis (Exhibit 6).    “Candy” also 
had a large bladder stone, several inches in diameter, according to the veterinarian who treated her (Exhibit 7).  
This stone required surgical removal and the veterinarian believes that the stone and urinary issues had been 
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present for a long period of time (Exhibit 8).  This dog spent over four years at GF. It is difficult to believe that 
her excessive urination and bloody urine went unnoticed, undiagnosed, and untreated.    
 

 
Diamond/Emma (Pittielove Rescue):   

Diamond (renamed Emma) is a two year old Pit Bull type dog that arrived at GF  with Buddy, from Indiana on 
November 19, 2016 (Exhibit 10) and was transferred to Pittielove rescue on January 15, 2017. According to the 
records that accompanied Emma from Spencer County Animal Control, Emma did not receive 4DX testing or 
treatment (Exhibit 11).  4DX is a simple blood test that screens for Heartworm, Lyme, Ehrlichia and 
Anaplasma. While at GF Diamond/Emma was treated with Panacur (Fenbendazole) and Flagyl (Metronidazole) 
though no diagnosis was recorded.  When Pittielove Rescue executive director Noreen Ford agreed to take 
Diamond/Emma from GF, she noticed that the dog’s records contained no indication of her having received the 
4DX test. When Ms. Ford informed Director Coleman that Pittielove would not take Diamond without the 
results of that test, Director Coleman stated that when they tried to draw blood for the test, Diamond/Emma 
struggled.  Diamond/Emma tested positive for heartworm and microfilaria at VCA Westborough on January 15, 
2017 (Exhibit 9).  Diamond/Emma was retested at Andover Animal Hospital on January 16, 2017 and tested 
positive again for heartworm, microfilaria and Ehrlichia. Chest radiographs reveal, an enlarged and misshapen 
heart indicative of more prolonged heartworm infection (Exhibit 12).   
 
The veterinarian told the foster parent that the excessive coughing the dog was displaying was caused by the 
heartworm (Exhibit 12).  While at the veterinarian’s office, Diamond/Emma panicked when the leash was 
placed on her and struggled as the leash wrapped around her neck causing her distress and an eye injury 
(Exhibit 12).  It appears that Diamond/Emma was not handled on a regular basis at GF with a leash.  The 
woman who agreed to foster Diamond/Emma reported that she picked several ticks off of the dog and wrote an 
email to Ms. Ford about the startling condition of the dog upon arrival to her care (Exhibit 13). The symptom of 
excessive coughing is consistent with the appearance of heartworm disease present in the radiographs and 
appears to have been unnoticed, undiagnosed, and untreated while the dog was at GF. 
 

 
BOARDING DOGS: 

Inspector Harrod received an anonymous printout of a Facebook posting where Director Coleman states that GF 
is “now boarding a few dogs at a time” and offers to “watch” Timex/Jake whose owner is travelling February 
18-20 (Exhibit 14).  GF is not licensed as a dog boarding facility. Boarding dogs would need to share kennel 
and outdoor space with GF dogs, putting them at risk of becoming infected with any diseases, parasites, or other 
infectious and contagious disease issues present in the GF dog population. 
 
Giardia, hookworm, and heartworm are all transmissible and have been recently diagnosed in GF dogs. 
 

 
ONGOING CONCERNS: 

During the inspection on January 6, 2017, the feces were cleaned out of the outdoor areas during inspection.  On 
January 13, 2017 the outdoor areas again had an excessive amount of feces in them. Giardia and hookworm are 
transmitted by fecal/oral route and prompt removal of feces from the common areas is a necessary practice to 
avoid potential transmission of those parasites among the dog population.  The remainder of the concerns listed 
has not been adequately addressed: 
 
Issues from December 14, 2016 and January 6, 2017 inspections, not yet addressed: 
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1A. there were thirty eight (38) GF dogs at GF during this inspection. In addition, Director Coleman’s three 
(3) personally owned dogs were present. There was one additional dog that Director Coleman stated was a 
boarder (1) and Ivan (1) was also present. In total there were forty three (43) dogs on the premises.   The 
kennel license issued by the Town of Hopkinton is for thirty five (35) dogs. On this day, January 13, 2017 
there were eight (8) dogs over the limit.    
2A. Traffic areas on the floor throughout the kennel need to be repaired/painted and/or sealed so that the 
floor is impervious to moisture and can be easily cleaned and disinfected. 
3A. The drain in front of the main kennel was again filthy. It needs to be cleaned when dirty which may 
mean multiple times per day. 
4A.There are numerous rusted/rotted or corroded kennel door piping frames and damaged chain link caging 
in primary enclosures that should not be used until repaired by a fence company.  The dogs could easily be 
injured on this fencing. 

      5A. The isolation room only has one working light fixture so there is insufficient lighting.  
6A. The concrete is breaking down in the kennels and on the floors. Most of the concrete block in the main 
kennel and back room kennel need repair and paint to make them substantially impervious to moisture 
There are large holes chewed in the walls and around guillotine doors in the kennel (primary enclosure 
doors)  
7A. There are several areas in the kennel that are not impervious to moisture and a large crack in the floor in 
the isolation room. 
8A. The kennels that house the dogs are in a state of disrepair and are dangerous. 
9A. Lieutenant Borgal recommended during the last visit that several of the kennels not be used to house 
dogs and that the kennel doors should be removed to prevent use.  All but one of these kennels contained a 
dog. 
10A. There is no plan in place to address the behavioral needs of the dogs that have become “long stay” 
dogs at GF. It is not clear if the dogs receive adequate exercise or enrichment and they exhibit stress related 
behaviors. (“Roscoe” has been at GF for 2 years and 3 months. “Beanie” has been at GF for 2 years and 10 
months. “Maggie” has been at GF for 3 years and 5 months. These three dogs have become long term stay 
dogs at Greyhound Friends). These long stay dogs have been an ongoing problem at GF.  Some dogs 
experience several years of constant confinement, only to end up being euthanized because they are or have 
become unadoptable.  
11A. Some of the dogs Kuranda Kennel Beds are large and take up most of the kennel floor space in the 
dog’s primary enclosure. This was very evident in the long term stay dog’s rear isolation area.  
12A. Kennel ventilation does not appear adequate as ammonia odors are high. This kennel was designed for 
approximately half the number of dogs that are currently housed in it.  
13A. The kennel was built to allow the dog an area to sleep and an area to eliminate.  These two areas are 
separated by a guillotine door.  GF keeps the guillotine door closed, keeping 2 dogs per kennel run instead 
of one in order to house more dogs.  
14A. Multiple dogs are arriving on different days/times and are being comingled in the isolation room.  Dr. 
Josephson is signing health certificates on dogs that because of new entrants to the room have not completed 
their 48 hour isolation period.  
15A. Dogs are being treated with prescription medications routinely without benefit of testing to diagnose 
the problem.  

 
Lieutenant Borgal and Inspector Harrod expressed concern that no effort has been made by GF to address the 
multitude of concerns that have been raised over the past several months.  Director Coleman stated, as she has 
in the past, that there is a handyman that lives down the road who takes care of issues at the kennel. Director 
Coleman also claimed that she had been in contact with Kevin Simard, an electrician from Hopkinton who 
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originally built the building about getting some improvements done.  Detective Burchard is familiar with Mr. 
Simard and confirmed with him while at GF that Mr. Simard had been contacted by Director Coleman.  
 
Director Coleman stated that she has had “several” meetings with the board of directors (“BOD”) to discuss 
improvements to the kennel and asked the inspectors to meet with the BOD again as they have done in the past.  
 

 
TOWN OF HOPKINTON: 

Detective Burchard confirmed that ACO Proctor has not been providing animal control records to the 
Hopkinton town clerk as required in M.G.L. ch. 140, 151A which states in part:  
 
(b) Each animal control officer shall make, keep and maintain systems of records or forms which fully and correctly 
disclose the following information concerning each animal in the officer's custody: (1) the date and location of 
apprehension; (2) a description of the animal; (3) the place of detainment; (4) if tagged, the name and address of the 
owner of the animal; (5) the name and address of a new owner, if any, including the date of sale or transfer of the animal; 
(6) if the animal is euthanized, the method and date of such euthanization and the name of the person who euthanized the 
animal; and (7) the date, location and description of an animal euthanized by gunshot in case of emergency, the 
disposition of the animal remains and a description of the situation requiring the gunshot. 
Each animal control officer shall forward a copy of the record to the town or city clerk within 30 days. Copies of the record 
shall be kept for 2 years in the office of the city or town clerk wherein such animal control officer is employed. 
 

ACO Proctor attended the mandatory ACO training offered by MDAR.  This course extensively covers the 
record keeping requirements.  
 
Detective Burchard attempted to contact ACO Proctor prior to the GF visit so he could accompany the 
inspectors.  Messages were left for him.   
 

 
January 20, 2017: 

MDAR Division of Animal Health Director Mike Cahill issued an order to cease and desist the importation of 
out of state dogs to GF (Exhibit 15).  The room used for out of state isolation no longer complies with the 
standard for an approved isolation room.  Inspector Harrod, Lieutenant Borgal, Hopkinton Police Chief Edward 
Lee, Detective Burchard and ACO Proctor met with Director Coleman at the Hopkinton police station.  Director 
Coleman was informed by ACO Proctor that her kennel license had been suspended and she could no longer 
operate as a kennel until she had completed the necessary repairs. 
 
 

 
ADDITIONAL CONCERNS: 

C1.  All areas of the GF facility are in dire need of repair. 
C2.  Several of the kennels are dangerous to the health and safety of the dogs. Lieutenant Borgal asked 
Director Coleman during all three inspections to remove the doors from the dangerous kennels and not 
use them until repairs are completed. Director Coleman has not had the doors removed from the 
offending kennels and instead has continued to allow dogs to be housed within them 
C3.  The isolation room no longer meets the standards for dogs being imported from out of state. 
C4. Dogs are not being properly observed at GF and as a result obvious clinical symptoms are not being 
recognized. Therefore dogs are not being appropriately diagnosed and treated for infectious and 
contagious disease while at GF. 
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C5.  One of the GF veterinarians stated that “we don’t (perform fecal) test(s) at GF.”  Based on the 
number of dogs being treated with Panacur and Flagyl, it would seem that this policy should be 
reviewed.  A proper diagnosis and treatment regimen as well as proper management of animal waste 
appears to be necessary to solve the ongoing problem. 

C6.  GF is not licensed as a dog boarding facility. The numbers of GF dogs already exceeds the kennel   license 
limit. In addition the ongoing parasite problems at the facility pose risk to any dogs that might board there. The 
kennel should not be offering dog boarding services. 
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

M.G.L. ch. 129, sec. 2 states: 
 
Section 2. The director may make and enforce reasonable orders, rules and regulations relative to the following: the 
sanitary condition of neat cattle, other ruminants and swine and of places where such animals are kept; the prevention, 
suppression and extirpation of contagious diseases of domestic animals; the establishing of disease-free herds of cattle 
and the issuing of certificates in connection therewith; the inspection, examination, quarantine, care and treatment or 
destruction of domestic animals affected with or which have been exposed to contagious disease, the burial or other 
disposal of their carcasses, and the cleansing and disinfection of places where contagion exists or has existed. No rules 
or regulations shall take effect until approved by the governor and council. 
 

Recommendation: Issue a section 2 order: 
 
1. to cease and desist GF from bringing out of state dogs in until the entire kennel has been repaired  

Including but not limited to, cracks in floor, impervious floors, broken kennel doors, broken light 
fixtures, rust on kennels, disintegrating concrete, clogged drains, dirt, dust, etc. 

2.  to require GF to obtain veterinary care/testing for all dogs in order to diagnose and treat the parasite 
issue. 

3. to require GF to work with a certified behaviorist to diagnose and treat behavioral issues. This 
should include a comprehensive written plan for long stay dogs consistent with recommendation 
made by the Shelter Veterinarians. 

 

 
CONCLUSION: 

On Friday, January 20, 2017 MDAR issued an order to GF to cease and desist the importation of dogs until such 
time that the isolation room at GF once again meets the standards.  The kennel license at GF expired on 
December 31, 2016.  Prior to January 20, 2017, Director Coleman renewed the kennel license at the Hopkinton 
town clerk’s office.  The clerk mistakenly issued the license without having a satisfactory kennel inspection 
report on file as required by M.G.L. ch. 140, sec. 151A.  On Monday, January 23, 2017, Hopkinton ACO 
Proctor suspended the GF kennel license pending repairs to the kennel.  Without a kennel license, there can only 
be 4 dogs on the premise. 
 
The purpose of an animal shelter is to provide temporary shelter for animals prior to moving animals from the 
shelter into a safe, healthy, loving home within a reasonable period of time.  GF has shown that it does not have 
the resources or staff to maintain long stay dogs.   It is not in the best interest dogs when either their mental or 
physical well-being is compromised due to being warehoused in a kennel environment long term.  Based on 
previous issues of non-compliance, it appears that the GF Board of Directors needs to re-assess their priorities 
in order to put the best interest of the dogs at the forefront of their activities.  
 
Director Coleman has stated in the past that she likes to take in the “broken dogs.”  Unfortunately, dogs with 
behavioral, mental health, and physical issues require additional resources above and beyond the norm. GF has 
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repeatedly demonstrated that they are either unwilling or unable to properly evaluate and address the needs of 
these dogs so that they can be  placed in appropriate homes.  When GF is unable to provide resources to help 
these problem dogs, they are either kept at GF long term or GF asks other shelters (sometimes those that have 
limited resources themselves) to take these dogs.  This places an unfair burden on other shelters and has resulted 
in the situation that many shelters across Massachusetts have opted not to take dogs from GF. The consensus 
has been that assisting GF will further enable Director Coleman to bring in more unadoptable dogs. Director 
Coleman’s statement about “broken dogs” is in direct conflict with GF ability to assist those dogs. The GF 
kennel facility is antiquated and is housing approximately twice as many dogs as the facility was designed to 
house. The kennels are divided by design into two parts. A guillotine door between the two sides opens 
allowing the one side for sleeping and feeding and the other side for exercising and eliminating.  GF has 
permanently closed the guillotine doors and house one dog on each side.  This allows a small area for each dog 
made even smaller by the large bed enclosed.  The facility is run down, dilapidated and in need of extensive 
repair.  In accordance with MGL Chapter 140 section 137C the GF facility will need to pass a kennel inspection 
by the Hopkinton ACO prior to being issued a kennel license by the town clerk.  Until repairs have been made 
GF does not qualify for a kennel license due to   the condition of the facility, the inability to clean and disinfect, 
and the physical danger to the dogs.  (GF can have no more than 4 dogs on the premise while without a kennel 
license.) The Hopkinton town clerk informed GF of this requirement on January 26, 2017 via letter.   
 
Several situations have come to light recently involving the lack of veterinary care and treatment for the dogs at 
GF.  (See above) 
 
List of Exhibits: 

1.  Buddy’s GF kennel card-1 page 
2. Buddy’s Medfield Animal Shelter kennel card-1 page 
3. Buddy’s Hookworm and Giardia test results-1 page 
4. Candy’s GF kennel card-1 page 
5. Candy’s GF health certificate-1 page 
6. Candy’s Lyme results February 22, 2016-1 page 
7. Photo of Candy’s bladder stone-1 page 
8. Letter from veterinarian who treated Candy’s bladder stone-1 page 
9. Diamond/Emma heartworm results-1 page 
10. Incoming health certificate for Buddy and Diamond/Emma-1 page 
11. Spencer County health records for Diamond/Emma-1 page 
12. Andover Animal Hospital records for Diamond/Emma-5 pages 
13. Letter from foster mom caring for Diamond/Emma-1 page 
14. Facebook post about boarding dogs at GF-1 page 
15. MDAR cease and desist order-3 pages 
16. List of items that need repair at GF-1 page 
17. Expired Town of Hopkinton kennel license-1 page 
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Exhibit 1:  Buddy’s kennel card from GF 
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Exhibit 2:  Buddy’s kennel card at Medfield Animal Shelter 
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Exhibit 3:  Buddy’s test results, positive for Hookworm and Giardia 
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Exhibit 4:  Candy GF kennel card showing she tested positive for Lyme disease on 4 occasions: 
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Exhibit 5:  GF health certificate for Candy:                                             
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Exhibit 6:  Candy tested positive for Lyme disease on February 22, 2016 
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Exhibit 7: Bladder stone removed from Candy’s bladder: 
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Exhibit 8:  Letter from vet about Candy’s kidney stone: 
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Exhibit 9:  Diamond/Emma heartworm test results: 
 

  
800-872-1001  

 Vca Westboro Animal Hosp 307 Accession No. NYAE01089496 
 ANTECH Acct No. 4420 Received 01/15/2017 
 Reported 01/16/2017 03:03 AM 
 Doctor MISCHA LEAVEY DVM 
 

 Owner Pet Name Species  Breed Sex  Pet Age Chart#  
 GREYHOUND 
FRIENDS 

DIAMOND Canine  Other SF  2Y 22541  

Test Requested Results Reference Range Units 
MICROFILARIA  (KNOTTS) 

Microfilaria Positive   
Morphology consistent with Dirofilaria immitis. 
A heartworm antigen test is recommended to help verify identity of the microfilaria. 

HEARTWORM ANTIGEN 
Occult Heartworm Antigen Positive   

Positive for presence of adult heartworm Antigen (heartworm infection) 
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Exhibit 10:  Health certificate for Buddy and Diamond/Emma 
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Exhibit 11:  Spencer County veterinary records for Diamond/Emma: 
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Exhibit 12: Andover Animal Hospital records for Diamond/Emma: 
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Exhibit 13:  Letter from Diamond/Emma foster 
 
From: JACKIEL373@comcast.net <JACKIEL373@comcast.net> 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 2:23:55 PM 
To: info@pittieloverescue.org 
Subject: Diamond/ Emma 
 
 
Noreen, 
I am so glad you were able to get Emma(Diamond) out of the situation she was in. I don't want to even think about what 
could have happened to her if you didn't. I am dumbfounded that a licensed rescue never checked for heartworms upon 
intake. If you hadn't demanded that be done, she could have died there. 
 
When Emma arrived, she clearly needed a bath to get rid of the stink and dirt. As soon as I wet her, the tub became 
muddy. A few live ticks and some other sort of debris also washed off of her. As I was drying her off, I noticed a couple of 
black marks on her belly. They were engorged ticks, large enough that they had been there and had not just started to 
feed on her. The ticks were large and easy to see with her white fur and pink belly. Throughout the rest of the day, I 
continued to comb her fur and check to see if there were more ticks as she allowed me to. I'm disturbed to tell you that I 
found at least 5 more, but I stopped counting. In my opinion, it is near impossible that this dog was on any type of 
preventative medicine. 
 
I relayed the information to the veterinarian and vet tech at Andover Animal hospital and questioned the chance of her 
having Lyme. I was also very concerned with her cough as it was consistent. The vet confirmed what you thought. It was 
not kennel cough but a side effect from the heartworms. The cough  was not new. How could the previous rescue let that 
go unattended? She was coughing so hard it seemed like she was going to vomit. As you know, Emma had to be sedated 
for her chest XRay and blood work so I asked the vet to check her entire body to see if I missed any ticks. The vet called 
me to let me know how she was doing and that it appeared I removed all of the ticks. She also told me that Emma had an 
ear infection  and need medication for that on top of her heartworm medication and prednisone. This dogs health is not 
great and clearly, it hasn't been. 
 
I am committed to working with you to give Emma the care she needs and deserves. Thank you for removing her from a 
neglectful situation and giving her a shot at life. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
 
Best, 
Jackie Landry 
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Exhibit 14:  Boarding dogs 
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Exhibit 15:  MDAR cease and desist 
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Exhibit 16:  Work to be done at GF 
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Exhibit 17:  GF expired kennel license 

 
 
 



MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES 
Division of Animal Health 

Date: March 9, 2017 

To: Michael Cahill, Director 
Lorraine O'Connor, DVM 

From: Linda Harrod 
Animal Health Inspector 

RE: Greyhound Friends 
167 Saddle Hill Road 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 

January 22, 2017 

251 Causeway Street, Suite 500 
Boston, MA 02114 

617-626-1795 

INSPECTION REPORT 

A van with a Kentucky license plate was observed offering puppies for sale in the parking lot of the Mobil gas 
station, 92 W. Main Street, Hopkinton, MA on Sunday, January 22, 2017. The license plate was traced to 
Frieda Gilford who is associated with Christian County Humane Society in Hopkinsville, KY. Ms. Gilford was 
issued an order to cease and desist the operation of an unregistered rescue called Kindness for K-9 's by 
Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources ("MDAR") in 2013 (Exhibit 1). A check of Greyhound 
Friends ("GF") Facebook page reveals a photo dated August 27, 2016, taken at GF of Ms. Gilford delivering 2 
puppies to GF (Exhibit 2). Director Coleman was issued an order to cease and desist by MDAR on January 20, 
2017. It is assumed that Ms. Gilford attempted to deliver these puppies to GF but was turned away and 
attempted to unload the puppies to unsuspecting Massachusetts residents. 

Town of Sherborn, January 25, 2017: 

On January 25, 2017, MDAR Animal Health Inspector Linda Harrod went to the Sherborn Town Clerks office 
to inquire about the licensing status of 3 dogs belonging to Director Louise Coleman. Inspector Harrod spoke 
to Clerk Carole Marple and Administrative Assistant Tony Abril. The Town of Sherborn records dog licensing 
information on index cards. Mr. Abril produced the information on Ms. Coleman's three (3) dogs, Gunshy, 
Elvis and Penny. These three dogs were licensed in Sherborn in 2016 but their licenses expired on December 
31, 2016. Inspector Harrod has been told repeatedly by Ms. Coleman that kennel licenses are not issued by the 
town of Sherborn. Mr. Abril stated that although Sherborn only had one licensed kennel in town, they do issue 
kennel licenses. 

When asked about animal control records, Clerk Marple stated that she was aware of the requirements of 
M.G.L. ch. 140, sec. 151A, the animal control law that has been in effect since October of 2012. There were 
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no animal control records on file in the Sherborn clerk's office. Clerk Marple said that the new animal control 
officer is Luke Tedstone, a Sherborn police Sergeant. Inspector Harrod stopped at the police station but 
Sergeant Tedstone was not working. Inspector Harrod asked the dispatcher to have Sergeant Tedstone contact 
her. 

Sergeant Tedstone called Inspector Harrod later in the day. Sergeant Tedstone stated that he completed training 
at the Animal Control Officers Association of Massachusetts (ACOAM) Academy and also completed the 
mandatory MDAR ACO training. Sergeant Tedstone stated that he had made multiple requests to the MDAR 
office for the forms that were presented during the MDAR training, to no avail. Inspector Harrod agreed to 
provide the forms to Sergeant Tedstone and informed him of the requirement to submit copies of all animal 
control records monthly to the town clerk. The town clerk is required to hold copies of the records for two 
years. The Town of Sherborn uses Natick Animal Clinic as the holding facility for Sherborn strays. Sergeant 
Tedstone stated that the majority of the dogs he picks up go back to their owners and the town does not want to 
be involved in adopting animals out. On the rare occasion that there is a true stray, it is transferred to a 
registered shelter such as Baypath Humane Society in Hopkinton, MA after being held for the required seven 
day period at Natick Animal Clinic. 

Hopkinton Town Clerk, January 25, 2017: 

Inspector Harrod then went to Hopkinton Town Hall to meet with Town Clerk Connor Degan. Clerk Degan 
stated that he has been the town clerk in Hopkinton for about 8 months but trained under the former town clerk. 
Inspector Harrod asked Clerk Degan for animal control records. Clerk Degan stated that he did not have any 
animal control records in his office and was unaware of the record keeping requirements pertaining to animal 
control. Inspector Harrod agreed to provide the animal control intake form and kennel inspection form to Clerk 
Degan and will work with Animal Control Officer Bill Procter to insure the correct information is being 
collected. Inspector Harrod provided a copy of the animal control law that went into effect in October, 2012, 
M.G.L. ch. 140, 151A to Clerk Degan. 

Clerk Degan stated that he issued a kennel license to GF and was unaware of the requirement for a kennel 
inspection by the ACO prior to the issuance of a kennel license. Clerk Degan stated that ACO Proctor had 
requested the suspension of GF kennel license effective January 23, 2017. Clerk Degan stated that he would 
write Director Coleman a letter informing her of the suspension of her kennel license and that she can only have 
4 dogs on the premise. Clerk Degan stated that he was going to ask ACO Proctor to hand deliver the letter to 
Director Coleman. On January 25, 2017 Clerk Degan stated that the letter was instead sent via US mail onl y, 
not registered mail. 

Inspector Harrod asked for a copy of the letter sent to GF by Clerk Degan, Clerk Degan stated that he did not 
keep a copy of the letter and sent the only copy to Director Coleman (Exhibit 3). On January 30, 2017 Clerk 
Degan provided the letter to Inspector Harrod, signed by him but not on town letterhead (Exhibit 4 ). Inspector 
Harrod informed Clerk Degan copies of all correspondence should be kept on file in the town clerk's office. 

Buddy/Medfield Animal Shelter, January 25, 2017: 

On January 11, 2017 a dog named an adult hound mix named Buddy was transferred by GF to Medfield Animal 
Shelter ("MAS") in Medfield, MA. Buddy was diagnosed with hookworms and Giardia upon arrival at MAS 
(see Harrod report dated January 26, 2017). On January 25, 2017, Inspector Harrod received a phone call from 
MDAR Division of Animal Health Director Mike Cahill stating that Director Coleman was taking Buddy back 
to GF after he bit someone in his adoptive home. MAS Director Kim Agricola stated that Buddy was returned 
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Agricola stated that she has only one employee working at the shelter and Buddy had become overly aggressive 
and the employee was afraid of him. For this reason Director Agricola asked Director Coleman to take the dog 
back to GF. By the time Director Coleman contacted Director Cahill, Buddy was already on his way back to 
GF. GF does not have a kennel license and the facility isn't considered a humane place of detention for 
animals. Directors Coleman and Director Agricola did not contact MDAR about this situation until the dog was 
already being returned to GF. This is a violation of 330 CMR 10.00: 

10.04: Reporting Exposures: 

(1) Any person having knowledge of the following shall report immediately to the Animal Inspector in 
the municipality in which the exposure occurred, the date of the exposure, a description of the animal(s) 
involved, the current location of the animal or, if the current location is unknown, the place the animal 
was last seen, and the animal owner's name, if known: (a) The existence of a domestic animal which 
has been Exposed to the Rabies Virus, or (b) The existence of a domestic animal which has bitten or 
scratched another domestic animal or human. 
(2) The Animal Inspector shall, upon receiving such a report, investigate whether a human or a 
domestic animal has received a bite or scratch from a domestic animal or a domestic animal has been 
Exposed to the Rabies Virus. If so, the Animal Inspector shall determine whether the animal has been 
vaccinated, the type and date of vaccination, any unusual behavior of the animal and a list of other 
domestic animals or humans Exposed to the animal. 

10.05: Requirements for Any Domestic Animal which Bites a Human or Another Domestic Animal 

(1) If the Animal Inspector, after completing an investigation, determines that a domestic animal has 
bitten or scratched a human or another domestic animal, they shall issue a written order to the person in 
custody of the biting animal requiring the animal to be placed under a Ten Day Quarantine. The Ten 
Day Quarantine applies regardless of the vaccination status of the biting animal. 
(2) If the animal displays symptoms compatible with Rabies during this ten-day period, the animal 
shall be euthanized immediately, and the Animal Inspector and Department shall be notified. Samples 
from any animal which dies or is euthanized during the Ten Day Quarantine, shall be submitted for 
Rabies testing as described in 330 CMR 10.09. 

Inspector Harrod asked ACO Proctor to issue ten day quarantine for Buddy at GF for the dog bite incident. The 
quarantine was released by ACO Proctor after the 10 days and Buddy is currently in a foster home in 
Hopkinton. 

GF fecal testing, January 26, 2017: 

On Thursday, January 26, 2017 Director Coleman emailed Inspector Harrod to inform her that fecal tests had 
been run on the dogs at GF. Director Coleman forwarded the results on Friday, January 27, 2017 and Inspector 
Harrod created a spreadsheet with the results provided for 30 dogs. The results are as follows: 
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Dog: Giardia Hookworm Roundworm Whipworm Number of ailments 

1 Aussie NEG NEG NEG NEG 0 

2 Beanie NEG NEG NEG NEG 0 

3 Brad NEG 3+ NEG 3+ 2 

4 Bravo NEG 3+ NEG NEG 1 

5 Buck NEG NEG NEG NEG 0 

6 Canada NEG 2+ 3+ NEG 2 

7 Cannonball POS 4+ NEG NEG 2 

8 Chipper NEG NEG NEG 3+ 1 

9 Dakota NEG 4+ NEG NEG 1 

10 Dane NEG 3+ NEG NEG 1 

11 DNA NEG NEG NEG NEG 0 

12 Doc NEG NEG NEG NEG 0 

13 Elmer NEG NEG NEG NEG 0 

14 Eminem NEG 4+ NEG NEG 1 

15 Giselle NEG NEG NEG NEG 0 

16 Greta POS NEG NEG NEG 1 

17 Hillery NEG 4+ NEG NEG 1 

18 Hopp NEG 3t . NEG NEG 1 

19 Hunter p s 2+ NEG NEG 2 

20 Jack NEG NEG NEG NEG 0 

21 Kara NEG NEG NEG NEG 0 

22 Maggie I POS NEG NEG NEG 1 

23 Malcolm NEG 3+ NEG NEG 1 

24 Marlins NEG 2+ NEG NEG 1 

25 McQueen NEG NEG NEG NEG 0 

26 Monkey POS NEG NEG NEG 1 

27 Rob NEG + NEG NEG 1 

28 Roscoe POS NEG NEG 1 

29 Stanley NEG NEG NEG NEG 0 
30 Walker POS NEG NEG NEG 1 

Total : 30 dogs 7 13 1 2 

Thirty (30) dogs were tested and fifteen (15) of them tested positive for 1 parasite and four (4) of them tested 
positive for 2 parasites for a total of 19 (nineteen) positive dogs. That is 63% of the dogs at GF were infected 
with internal parasites based on fecal test results reported on January 27, 2017. 

Further test results on GF dogs were forwarded as more dogs were tested. Inspector Harrod provided the 
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foster/adoptive homes or boarding kennels during this time. Inspector Harrod reminded Director Coleman of the 
need to be transparent with the new foster or adoptive homes and with the boarding kennels receiving these 
dogs regarding their parasite and other medical issues. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

Name Giardia 

Aussie NEG 
Bei:lnte ... ;. NEG 
Brad :: .~\, NEG 
Bravo ., ." · NEG 

NEG * 
Buck NEG 
Canada NEG 
Cannonball. POS 

• ~i..,i .•.. NOT 
Carlee TESTED 

NOT 
TESTED 

Chipper NEG 
Dakota NEG 

".\ 

Dane · NEG 
ONA .· NEG 
Doc NEG 

.: NOT 
Dory , , .... TESTED 
Elmef . NEG 
E1vis NEG 

. 
Eminem NEG 
Giselle NEG 

POS 
Gunshy NEG 

NOT 
Hershel TESTED 
Hiiiery: . NEG 
Hopp NEG 
Hunter ··· POS 

NOT 
Ivan TESTED 

NEG 

Kara .... •··'• .. NEG 
Maggie ' .. POS 

Malcolm NEG 
Marlins 

; 

NEG 
McQueen NEG 
Medusa NOT 

SI Page 

Hookworm Roundworm Whipworm Test date Results received 

NEG NEG NEG 1/21/ 2017 1/22/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/ 19/2017 1/19/2017 

3+ NEG 3+ 1/22/ 2017 1/22/2017 

3+ NEG NEG 1/22/ 2017 1/22/2017 

NEG* NEG NEG 1/ 29/ 2017 1/30/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/22/ 2017 1/22/2017 

2+ 3+ NEG 1/ 22/ 2017 1/22/2017 

4+ NEG NEG 1/ 24/ 2017 1/24/2017 

I 
I 

NEG NEG 3+ 1/ 19/ 2017 1/19/2017 

4+ NEG NEG 1/ 22/ 2017 1/22/2017 

3+ NEG NEG 1/22/2017 1/22/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/ 21/ 2017 1/21/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/ 22/ 2017 1/22/20+7 

NEG NEG NEG 1/ 24/ 2017 1/24/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/19/ 2017 1/19/2017 

4+ NEG NEG 1/19/ 2017 1/19/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/21/ 2017 1/21/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/ 24/2017 1/24/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/ 19/ 2017 1/19/ 2017 

4+ NEG NEG 1/22/2017 1/22/2017 

3+ NEG NEG 1/22/2017 1/22/2017 

2+ NEG NEG 1/22/ 2017 1/22/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/ 19/ 2017 1/19/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/ 22/ 2017 1/22/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/24/ 2017 1/24/2017 

3+ NEG NEG 1/22/ 2017 1/22/2017 

2+ NEG NEG 1/ 19/ 2017 1/19/2017 

NEG NEG NEG 1/22/2017 1/22/2017 



TESTED 

34 POS NEG NEG NEG 1/22/2017 1/22/2017 
NOT 

35 TESTED 
36 NEG 3+ NEG NEG 1/19/2017 1/19/2017 

NOT 
37 TESTED 
38 POS NEG NEG NEG 1/22/2017 1/22/2017 

NOT 
39 TESTED 

NOT 
40 TESTED 
41 NEG NEG NEG NEG 1/21/2017 1/21/2017 

42 NEG NEG NEG NEG 1/24/2017 1/24/2017 

43 NEG NEG NEG NEG 1/21/2017 1/21/2017 
NOT 

44 TESTED 
45 NEG 2+ NEG NEG 1/27/2017 1/27/2017 

46 POS NEG NEG NEG 1/22/2017 1/22/2017 
NOT 

47 TESTED 
48 Woomba NEG NEG NEG NEG 1/21/2017 1/21/2017 

Total: 6 16 1 2 

36 dogs tested, 12 not tested. 

Worthington Town Clerk, ,January 28, 2017: 

On Saturday January 28, 2017 Inspector Harrod received an email (Exhibit 5) from Worthington, MA Town 
Clerk Katrin Kaminsky. Inspector Harrod contacted Clerk Kaminsky to ascertain whether GF kennel employee 
Michaela Shepherd had licensed the dog "Ivan" that she "adopted" from GF at her home in Worthington. Ivan 
has continued to be observed on the Hopkinton premises of GF despite Director Coleman's statements that Ivan 
has been adopted by Ms. Shepherd. 

Medway Dog Wash, ,January 30, 2017 

On January 30, 2017, Director Coleman called Inspector Harrod and informed her that she wanted to transfer a 
couple of dogs to be boarded at Medway Dog Wash, Medway ("MDW"), 165 Main Street, Medway, MA (508) 
533-2833. Top Dog Daycare, owned by the same owner as MDW is located at 161 Main Street, Medway, MA. 
Inspector Harrod told Director Coleman that she was concerned about the spread of infectious and contagious 
disease and did not think it was fair to expose other people's personally owned dogs that may be held at that 
facility . 

Inspector Harrod asked Director Coleman to provide a list of all the dogs and their locations for which GF has 
responsibility. Director Coleman sent Inspector Harrod an email with an update that included additional dogs 
Elmer, Medusa, Carlee, Ronnie, Snickers, Dory, Waylon, Woomba, Terrianna, Hershel, Vista and Style. This 
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email indicated that the dogs Snickers and Woomba were already at MDW and had been there since January 26, 
2017. 

On January 31, 2017, Inspector Harrod went to MDW and spoke to a woman named Heather who identified 
herself as the manager. Heather stated that there were three (3) GF dogs boarding at MDW, Aussie, Snickers, 
and Woomba. Inspector Harrod asked Heather to have the owner, Fred Fontaine call her. Mr. Fontaine called 
Inspector Harrod and confirmed that he did have 3 dogs belonging to GF boarding at his kennel. Inspector 
Harrod asked Mr. Fontaine if Director Coleman provided him with veterinary records for the dogs and he stated 
that she did. Mr. Fontaine also stated that Director Coleman showed him copies of negative fecal testing on all 
three dogs. Director Coleman provided fecal test results to Inspector Harrod only for Aussie. No test results 
were provided for Snickers or Woomba. 

A text received by Inspector Harrod from Mr. Fontaine stated that he received the dogs from GF on January 24, 
2017, not January 26, 2017 as Director Coleman stated in her email to Inspector Harrod. On February 1, 2017 
Mr. Fontaine emailed negative test results provided to him by GF for Snickers and Woomba to Inspector 
Harrod. It is unknown why Director Coleman did not provide these results to Inspector Harrod along with the 
other test results. 

Best Friends Kennel, ,January 31, 2017: 

Inspector Harrod received information that GF had 2 dogs boarding at Best Friends kennel in Ashland, MA. On 
January 31, 2017, Inspector Harrod met with Best Friends Center Manager Michelle Murray. Ms. Murray 
stated that she had just returned from a conference in Dallas, TX and while she was away, on January 24, 2017, 
GF dropped off 2 dogs, Monkey and Buck for boarding. Best Friends Ashland has a policy that requires a 
negative fecal test prior to boarding but Ms. Murray stated that the intake staff did not request negative test 
results for these dogs. Ms. Murray stated that Buck was picked up on Monday, January 30, 2017 by an 
unknown man after Director Coleman called the kennel to inform them that the dog was being picked up. Ms. 
Murray stated that Director Coleman called earlier that day to inform the kennel that Monkey was being picked 
up. Inspector Harrod observed Monkey in the kennel and his kennel card stated that he had diarrhea on January 
26, 2017. During Inspector Harrod's inspection at GF on January 13, 2017, Style, Monkey and Hunter were on 
a list of dogs in the veterinary office as having severe diarrhea. Monkey tested positive for Giardia while at GF 
on January 13, 2017. Monkey was picked up by a man who identified himself John Mottern to Ms. Murray 
while Inspector Harrod was in the office. Ms. Murray asked Mr. Mottern where the dog was going and he 
stated that Monkey was going back to GF. 

On February 2, 2017 Ms. Murray called Inspector Harrod and informed her that Director Coleman had 
requested boarding at Best Friends for more GF dogs. Inspector Harrod recommended that Ms. Murray work 
with her veterinarian to determine what is in the best interest of Best Friends client's dogs and act accordingly. 
Ms. Murray indicated that she was no longer interested in doing business with GF. 

On January 29, 2017 VCA Westborough veterinarian Dr. Mischa Leavey provided a "treatment plan" for the 
dogs at GF. Monkey was supposed to receive fPanacur for 7 days and Interceptor for 1 day (call vet) starting on 
January 29, 2017. Monkey was not at GF to receive the prescribed treatment. 

Greyhound Friends complaint, February 1, 2017: 

Inspector Harrod received information that Greyhounds were being kept in crates that were too small for them. 
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arrival, there were a total of 23 dogs in the kennel despite the Town of Hopkinton having revoked the kennel 
license over a week earlier. Two (2) Greyhounds (Marlins, Bravo) were housed in crates in the hallway that 
were clearly too small for them (Exhibit 6). There was one dog in each of the facility's bathrooms, Chipper 
(Whipworm positive) and Maggie (Giardia positive). Considering that these are the only bathrooms available 
for the staff and visitors and that there is a large amount of zoonotic disease present in the kennel, it is 
irresponsible to house the dogs in the bathrooms. During this inspection Maggie was observed locked in 
Director Coleman's car for the day. There were two (2) dogs in the laundry room, Terrianna and Kara. Director 
Coleman stated that Dr. Leavey was going to foster Terrianna. There were three (3) dogs in the treatment room, 
Hershel, Giselle and Eminem. There were ten (10) dogs in the main kennel, Monkey, Greta, Dakota, DNA, 
Cannonball, Dane, Hopp, Roscoe, Canada, and Buddy. One (1) dog Beanie was locked in the store and there 
were three (3) dogs, Doc, Vista and Brad being housed in the small office next to the store. According to 
Director Coleman Doc is extremely frightened and lived in a house with 15 other dogs. He is terrified of 
humans. 

Inspector Harrod provided Director Coleman with the names of shelters that have said they would be willing to 
assist by taking dogs from GF, including Franklin County Sheriffs Regional Dog Shelter, Baypath Humane 
Society, Animal Protection Center of Southeast Massachusetts (APCSM), and Animal Rescue League of 
Boston. Inspector Harrod asked Director Coleman to compile a list of dogs that could go to these facilities. 
Inspector Harrod mentioned other shelters that she would be willing to reach out to on behalf of Director 
Coleman but that offer was met with resistance as Director Coleman repeatedly stated that she did not have a 
good relationship with any of them. The ongoing concern from many of the shelters in Massachusetts is that 
Director Coleman continues to bring in unplaceable dogs. Director Coleman further stated that she would not 
transfer any greyhounds to other shelters, only hounds. 

The carpenters that were working on the kennel stated that it would be much easier to complete their work if 
there were no dogs in the kennel. The carpenters also stated that the floor and walls in the isolation room were 
filthy and urine covered. Director Coleman showed Inspector Harrod the work that has been completed around 
the kennel. 

Inspector Harrod informed both Director Coleman and Michaela Shepherd that their personally owned dogs 
were not currently licensed in the towns of Sherborn and Worthington where they each reside. Director 
Coleman stated again that she plans to keep (adopt) Beanie and Maggie, though by her own admission neither 
Beanie nor Maggie are good with other dogs. Director Coleman was also informed that Sherborn does issue 
kennel licenses. Director Coleman currently owns three (3) dogs. The adoption of two (2) additional dogs would 
bring the number to five (5) and require a kennel license at her Sherborn residence . 

GF compliance plan, February 7, 2017: 

In a phone call with Director Coleman on February 7, 2017 at 11:49 AM, Inspector Harrod informed Director 
Coleman that prior to the order to cease and desist being lifted, GF will have to complete a compliance plan. 
Inspector Harrod will provide a template to Director Coleman. 

This compliance plan will need to include: 

1. GF plan to manage 48 hour isolation process 
2. Veterinary protocol 
3. Long stay dog plan 
4. Cleaning and disinfection protocol 
5. Building maintenance plan 
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6. Intake protocol 
7. Health requirements for sending shelters 

Town of Hopkinton meeting, February 13, 2017: 

On Monday, February 13, 2017 Inspector J arrod met with Hopkinton Town Manager Norman Khurnalo, 
Assistant Town Manager Elaine Lazarus and ~fopkinton ACO Bill Proctor. Assistant Town Manager Lazarus 
oversees Hopkinton Animal Control. The conversation centered on prior inspections performed by ACO Proctor 
at GF. In the past Director Coleman has contacted ACO Proctor on numerous occasions asking to increase the 
number of dogs covered by the kennel license. Despite the limit on the kennel license, GF has consistently 
exceeded that number with no repercussion from the town. 

Lack of animal control records in the town clerk's office indicate that a kennel inspection report has not been 
done prior to the issuance of a kennel license in Hopkinton. There are only 20 kennels in the main kennel at 
GF. It seems reasonable that the kennel license should not exceed that number. GF was however issued a 
kennel license by the Town of Hopkinton for 35 dogs. Allowing a kennel licensee to have more dogs than the 
physical facility can accommodate has contributed to the current conditions at GF. The recent inspections done 
by MDAR have shown that GF had anywhere between 38 and 43 dogs in the kennel. GF routinely exceeds the 
capacity of their kennel license and do not appear to have been sanctioned by the town for their persistent 
violations. The town of Hopkinton Bylaw addresses violations of the kennel licensing requirements and is 
enclosed below: 

§ 62-7 Violations and penalties 

TOWN OF HOPKINTON 
Article V 

Kennel Licensing 
[Adopted 5-3-1999 ATM, Art. 47] 

Any person who hold a kennel license and is determined to be in violation of any law or regulation pertaining to 
such license shall be subject to a fine of $25 per violation. Each day that such violation continues shall be 
deemed to be a separate violation and be subject to the above penalty. If the violation results from failure to 
comply with the limitation on the number of dogs permitted within the kennel, the fine for such violation shall 
be $25 per dog beyond the permissible limit. Each day that such violation continues shall be deemed to be a 
separate violation and be subject to the above penalty, and further that violations of article be addressed in 
accordance with the provisions of MGL c. 40, § 21D and Ch. 1, Art. II Noncriminal Dispositions, of the 
General Bylaws of the Town of Hopkinton. 

At this meeting, the group agreed that the kennel license would not be issued to GF until all parties, the Town of 
Hopkinton, MDAR and ARL are in agreement. Inspector Harrod asked ACO Proctor to reinspect the kennel on 
February 13, 2017 and report the names and total number of dogs present in the GF kennel. ACO Proctor did 
not report back to Inspector Harrod on February 13, 2017 as requested. Inspector Harrod emailed ACO Proctor 
on February 17, 2017 asking for an update. ACO Proctor called Inspector Harrod later that day and stated that 
there was one GF dog left in the kennel. Inspector Harrod has recommended to ACO Proctor that if and when 
the town determines to issue a kennel license for GF that it be issued for no more than 20 dogs. This number 
will include all dogs on the property, including dogs being held in 48 hour isolation. 
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Director Coleman email, February 15, 2017: 

Deputy Leslee Colucci, Shelter Director of the Franklin County Regional Dog Shelter and Adoption Center in 
Turners Falls, MA reached out to Director Coleman and offered to assist GF by taking some dogs for adoption. 
This shelter is the regional holding facility for 19 towns in Franklin County and finds homes for strays brought 
in by the ACO's. They also provide other animal services to this area and their primary focus is on the animals 
of Franklin County. 

Director Colucci had available space in her kennel and agreed to assist with the situation at GF. The Franklin 
County shelter took in one dog named Stanley. Director Coleman sent Inspector Harrod an email which read in 
part: 

"I have talked with !11!1 about who to send to her facil ity next. Stanley went to Franklin County. Doc has a 
possible adopter here. I will confer with esr again tomorrow. It would be advantageous if she could continue 
taking dogs from us. She certainly seems a positive combination of compassionate and organized." 

Director Coleman' s statement is cause for concern. The mission of the Franklin County shelter is to benefit 
their own local dogs. Although Deputy Colucci was able to offer assistance at this time, GP needs to develop a 
more realistic assessment of their own capabilities and not rely on other groups to essentially bail them out. GF 
has a pattern of exceeding their capacity and deliberately importing dogs with problems that they do not have 
the resources or expertise to rehabilitate. 

February 17, 2017 ongoing concerns: 

Veterinary issues: 

1. Inspector Harrod twice requested a copy of the GF veterinary protocol and did not receive it. Director 
Coleman finally stated that there is no written veterinary protocol. 

2. GF is not performing routine medical testing such as 4DX (heartworm disease, ehrlichiosis, Lyme 
disease, and anaplasmosis) on the dogs that it is offering for adoption. 

3. The veterinarian is recommending that the adopter follow up with their own veterinarian for fecal 
testing. 

4. Dogs are being imported from other states with OCVI' s stating that they are heartworm positive. 
5. The veterinarians who practice at GP are signing health certificates on dogs that are heartworm positive. 

Additionally there are several complaints that veterinarians do not appear to be following up on the 
dog' s medical care. 

6. One dog, Emma that came in to the kennel in November of 2016 was found to be heartworm positive 
(both occult and microfilaria). There was no indication that she had been tested for heartworm prior to 
or after arriving at GF. This dog lived in the kennel until mid-January, 2017, never receiving heartworm 
treatment. This dog potentially exposed the entire kennel to heartworm disease as she was Microfilaria 
positive. It is fortunate that she arrived at the shelter after mosquito season or the potential fo r 
transmission would be much worse. According to a veterinarian who saw the dog after she left GF, she 
exhibits signs of permanent heart damage. 

7. The outdoor areas at GF are routinely filled with feces and the parasites that have been found in almost 
half of the dogs at GF are spread through oral/fecal contact. 
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8. Veterinary treatments do not appear to be properly recorded. When asked about veterinary treatment for 
specific dogs Director Coleman does not look at the records, she calls the vet. Proper oversight of 
treatments at the kennel requires that records are kept. 

9. Two (2) dogs were being housed in the public/staff bathrooms at GF while the kennel was under 
renovation. One of these dogs was positive for Giardia and the other had whipworm. These are parasites 
that can be transmitted to humans by animals. 

10. Two (2) dogs, Canada and Dane both tested negative for Giardia on 1/22/17. They were retested for 
Giardia at Holliston Meadows Pet Resort on 2/12/17 and both tested positive. Holliston Meadows 
operates as a public boarding facility. 

Long stay dogs: 

11. Director Coleman does not have a plan for long term stay dogs and claims to be adopting dogs that have 
biting histories and that do not get along with other dogs. 

12. There have been several dog bites at GF that were never reported to the Town of Hopkinton and the 
dogs were not appropriately quarantined. 

13. Many dogs linger in the kennel for months or years. Their veterinary needs are not observed and 
therefore not acted upon appropriately. Their behavioral needs are also not being met. 

14. There does not appear to be any enrichment program for these difficult dogs and most of them do not 
have toys or other items to keep them busy during the day. 

15. Director Coleman places these difficult dogs in the back kennel where they languish.GP does not 
address the animals' behavioral needs to improve the chance of adoption but tells people that the "right 
person" just hasn't come along yet. 

16. Many of these dogs are observed spinning in the kennels, a sign of stress in dogs. 
17. Some of the dogs are extremely timid and become unadoptable because they do not show well in the 

kennel environment. 

Kennel Maintenance: 

15. Cleaning and disinfection of all areas is critical when there are internal parasites present at the facility. 
There does not appear to be a plan in place to address this. · 
16. The outdoor kennel yard at GF has a pea stone base. This base is not impervious and based on the 
number of cases of internal parasites at GF it is likely that the stone is infested. In order to mitigate the 
parasite problem, GF will need to figure out a plan for cleaning and disinfection of the material or plan to 
remove and replace it. This task is one best handled by a professional cleaning company. 
17. GF is still using bleach to clean the kennel despite its respiratory risk to dogs and people. Repeated 
recommendations have been made to GF for other products that would be safer for everyone. 
18. Bleach is also caustic to metal and other surfaces 
19. Director Coleman, the GF Board of Directors and the shelter veterinarians working at GF appear to be 
complicit in importing dogs with infectious and contagious disease into the Commonwealth thereby putting 
Massachusetts dogs at risk. 

Town of Hopkinton: 

20. By allowing a kennel licensee to house more dogs than the capacity of the facility, the Town of 
Hopkinton has contributed to the multitude of problems at GF. The main kennel has the capacity to hold 
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routinely exceeded their kennel capacity and MDAR has observed this during inspections. More 
frequent inspections by the town may have aletted them to this violation and allowed the town to correct 
the situation by enforcing the appropriate bylaw. 

Importation of dogs: 

21. Director Coleman routinely mixes dogs from different transports without restarting the isolation period, 
dogs are cleared by the vet, left in the isolation room because the kennel is full, and new dogs are 
brought in to start their isolation period. I 

22. GF is importing dogs with known infectious and contagious disease putting Massachusetts dogs and 
people at risk. 

23. GF is working with an individual that received an order to cease and desist the operation of an 
unregistered shelter. This individual was seen selling puppies from the back of a van in a parking lot in 
Hopkinton, MA. 

Massachusetts Shelter/Rescue community: 

23. Most MA shelters contacted expressed concern that assisting GF to place their difficult dogs at this time 
would enable GF to continue to import inappropriate, unplaceable dogs. Many shelters refused to assist 
GF for this reason. 

24. GF is regularly transferring difficult dogs to other Massachusetts shelters and placing unnecessary 
burden on them. These shelters incur the costs necessary to evaluate, treat, care and occasionally euthanize 
these difficult dogs. 

Miscellaneous: 

25. Information provided by Director Coleman on the spreadsheet created by Inspector Harrod is 
misleading. Dates, names and phone numbers are incorrect or missing. Director Coleman has ignored 
repeated requests to correct the information. 

26. Director Coleman does not appear capable of managing the shelter. The GF Board of Directors appears 
unwilling or incapable of providing proper oversight. GF continues to import unadaptable dogs and dogs 
with known infectious and contagious disease. Dogs are not observed appropriately and clinical 
symptoms of disease or injury are being missed. There are no written veterinary protocols so appropriate 
testing for potential infectious and contagious disease is not routinely done. If a veterinary issue does 
happen to be observed and diagnosed, it does not appear to be appropriately treated as the treatment 
records are incomplete or non-existent. 

27. Some dogs seem to languish at GF for months or years while Director Coleman waits for the "right 
person" to come along to adopt the dog. These dogs suffer in small kennels with no enrichment thereby 
further decreasing their chance of adoption. If adopted these animals pose significant ongoing challenges 
to their adoptive owriers because of the length of time that they have been institutionalized. Director 
Coleman prides herself on her ability to assist "difficult dogs." GF does not have the staff or experience 
to handle these dogs. 

28. Some of the dogs who tested negative for infec~ous and contagious disease at GF were retested at other 
facilities and tested positive soon after arrival indicating that transmission of the pathogens is likely 
occurring at the GF kennel. 
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CONCLUSION: 

Director Louise Coleman has a pattern of ignoring advice and suggestions presented to her by experienced 
animal welfare professionals and qualified representatives of other shelters. At the direction of Director 
Coleman, GF continues to engage in antiquated practices that are detrimental to the health and well being of the 
dogs they purport to assist. Director Coleman is uncooperative and requests for veterinary and other records are 
incomplete or unanswered. It appears that the veterinary and behavioral needs of these GF dogs are not being 
met. 

The ongoing parasite issue at GF is of great concern to health of the dogs and employees at the kennel, as well 
as the general public. Housing dogs with confirmed parasites or exposure to parasites in the human bathrooms 
available for use by staff and the public is unsanitary and could put humans at risk for infection. Additionally, 
there are no written protocols at GF leaving the limited staff and volunteers with no structure under which to 
operate. Although there are numerous examples of well written operational protocols available on line that 
could be tailored to work at GF, Director Coleman appears unwilling to change or amend the current practices. 

GF has routinely exceeded the limit on the number of dogs that can be housed at the facility as stated in their 
kennel license. There is no indication that this pattern will change under the current management. 

List of exhibits: 

Exhibit 1: 
Exhibit 2: 
Exhibit 3: 
Exhibit 4: 
Exhibit 5: 
Exhibit 6: 

. ,.., 

Frieda Gilford cease and desist orde~ 2013-3 pages 
Frieda Gilford photo taken at GF in 2016-1 photo 
Clerk Degan email-1 page 
Clerk Degan letter to GF-1 page 
Email chain between Inspector Harrod and Town of Worthington Clerk-2 pages 
Photos of Marlins and Bravo in small crates-2 photos 

Linda Harrod, Animal Inspector 
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Exhibit 1: 

THE COMMONWEALTH 0.l. MASSA.CHUSETTS 
.EXBCUTI~B OPPlCB o .P ENERGY .A;ND . ~NVIR.ONrENTAL APPAIRS . .. . . . : . 

• 

Dep~ent of Agricµltural Resources al' ·"A :R 
2S1 Cl.uleway Street; S~SOO,Boston.M!<' OZ114 . . · ..,ft · 

. . 617-626-1700 . fax: 617~1850 ' www.m_u•.gt /agr . . . . ni111Ja.1111R1l 
d£\IAL.L. PATRICK ' . 1'lt.l011N P. MURRAY ' . ' Rl~RD 1qULUVANJR. . .. . CR~V C. WATSON 
Governor UeuttNnt Gowmor · Setritarv Commlss1oner 

'May1,2op . . . . Order 461.:CD-13 

ORDERTO~lnmST . . . 

PumuanHo Massacb.Usetts Oeneral. Laws ("M.G.L.'') Chapter 129 .§2 and Order 1-~0-0$ 

ISSUED TO: Klndneu for K·9'i, Inc:., 2750 RuuellvDle R.Oad, ~pldnavlile, KY 42240 . 

INOlQDJlCI'ION . 

~·Cease and Desist Order ("Order'') is issued in respob.80 to violations Qf Order 1-All0-05. 

JtJRISDICTION. NW PpJD1ES 

. This . Qrde.r is issued und« tlie authOrity vested in the
1 

M.assaohusetts Qepartmcnt of ASrlcultural · 
Rcsources .(tho "J)q)artment") wider Chapte;r 129 §2 and ©rder I-AHO-OS to IQhdness'for 'K.•9fs,.Jno •• 
2750 Russellville Road, Hopkinsville~ KY :4224.0 arid to any and all persons ow:ning"or having an intemt 

14 IP age 

in Kindness for K-9's, Inc. (collecti'!ely referred.to as "I~K9~'). . · · · 

SUMWB~ or·APrLIQBLE LAw· 

1. . M.G.L. o. 129, Sec~n 2 CstabJ.illhes the filllowing: 
. . 

The. director may mah and 111fforce. reasonable ·'?rdera, rules, ·and regulations relative to thil · ~· 
following~ tire 'tanilary ct?nditlon of ,,,Qi ca/tie, ~,. rwnlnatu ahd swiM and of plaas. w~;·e 
such tll'itiials are kept;, the prmntio~ suppre.fslf~ and exttrpr,lllon of contagio.us dluases of 
domutlc anl,,,a/.s; t1ie establishing ofdJ.reas~..jrile !rdJ of clJttle and the WU/ng of certificates in. 
connection therew.tth; the. illspectloli, ctaminqtJon, 'f!U{l1'(lnt/ne, COTe anti treatment or disfn!Ctlo.n . 
of ®1118stlc qnfmll/8 qffected With or which have b'ten eipose,d to contaglo11S ~ease, the burtal. 
or dlsposdl of.their carcaue,s; and the clealiSlnii and dlst'![~ctlon of pkU:ea whsr'e co'!lfagion 
mm or has ~ 'No rulu or regtaallon1 shDll taU effect "12#1 approved by the ·governor 
~ coU(ICIJ: . . . . . . 

.. . 

.• 



2. Older ~ .;Aff~S ~lishes, m part, ·~e {olll wing: . 

... the Departmf~ through fts Direc;3or of A:n~ Heal~h, ~~o~ecur,tty and Dqlry. Services, 
hereby orders that tdl perSCJns, fndtVldua/, , organization$, bua/.nessea, ndn-proftts and any other 
ldnd or type. of elJfity (/re1'ein4/ter colle ely referred (0 as "Entity. ~IJllQlved In tilt 1ranS/er of 

. animals ill tM. Commonwealth s1i'all file a Regtmatlon with thB .~pal'fm4nt o/1 a form pr.escrlbed 
· - 'lTy the. Department, that · Sf4/ftclently t1escf1bes the types(s) ·of 'animal transfer acttvltiu being 

conduc~d . in . t~e Coml'!onwealth of M~saclrµsetta a8 ·well as pro_vll:k a full 'and complete 
deaCflption of the. enttty and its practices Utilized in carrying out such actiVilies. . 

. . I . . . . 
(a) each and every <mlmol ~ttterlng the. <r~mmol'lWealth must iJe accompanied 11)1 a valid healt~·. 

'certificate J!om the place of origin that #eta or exceeds. the aom~~ea!th of ~sachusef!S· 
Small .A.nlnial InrerstaJe Certificate of Health &aminattari,· and · . . · 

(b) . e~ and evp'Y a~ql i~l be ~~ac~ ih t.ro~tionfo; a m~um ]ierlod of iorty-elght' (48) 
. hours upon aJ'!j.va/. l~ the Commonweel!h. In a facility appr_oved by the' !Jepartment' a!Jd 
maintained by tbe entUy In sue~ t1pprove manner,· notei the ~lntmum period of lso/Qflon will .. 
l~e. immediately upon promulgation oft'he ·revlsed 3~Q CMR 12.00 by the Department to 

·the sam-e per""! of time provl•dfor in 33 CMR J 2, 07 (1), and notwithstanding· ahythi~g to. the 
' COnll't:l1"JI, the same time period shall apply throughout 'this Ot'der.,· and . 

(c) upon c~mpletlo~ 'of t'he: tsoJ~on per <k~crfbedalwve, 'c:aUte each and e\lrtry such animal · 
to be examined by a Massachusetts 11ce ·veterinqrtan ~ho tht:n. if qpproprla(e., sha~I declare 
In writing that ~ .ardn'lal 'ts . in good;t.talth and appears to be' free . of any •ilife.ctiow or · 
contqgtous diseases or ~e the.reto; l]ieats t~ b8 free. of any JJhyslca'I ¥limtlnnalities which 
woul.d endanger. the anlnlal, an4 l.r orl 'ed from an area not quarantined for rabies and 'has 
.not been ~ed to rap/4s. · · · 

I 
FJNJ)JNGS OF FACT . . '. · . · 

3. On ~h S, .20.\3, the .Department revicwi .thirfeen (13) in~ beaitl?•certifi~ates ~ved 
.: from the <Veterinarian .fo'r 1he .State of~ oonceming :tbirtccn (13) dogs and cats ·that entered . 
the Common""*1.tb of u.:. .. ;. .. 1. •• .....w .. ~e:·· . Tho co · ... on aU lhirtQen (13) b-ft1•i.. ' . ,LY~- .LI"! ~gnor • ......,.... 
«¢ficates was KK9 &pd.all the consignees .

1 
• Mas.iiUJetts residents. Tl:!e naD;iea, .~ and · 

dates. of~tb certific:atcs fut• dpg$ and ~ :weto: Oo~die, a Y~ TenioJ' • .SoJ:iQa~ Mix · 
on J~ S~ 2012; Midnight. a Maine Coon op. June 5, 2<>1.2; Ditta, a Sehnauzer Mix o~ J~e IS, 
2~12; Cad.er Cat, a ~stic Shorthair on· ~her 26, 2012; Rocco, a·Boxor MPc:on.No:vember 13, . 

. 2012; Dillon, a Tettler. ~ on November 20, 2()12; ~ce. a Bassett Uound on Nov.ember 26, 
2012; Chanel, a Tibetan Spaniel .- Pekini+ .Mix·on Pectinber.18, 2012; .Nicholas, a Goldeit . 

"lletrievcr: " Oreat·Pyreoees·Mix·onDecenibef 18, 2012;· Marvido, a Tibetan Sj>aniel- Pc1fingcse 
Mix oD.DecOmber 18; 2012; Abigai~ a,.aeagib - Yorkshb'o Terrier Mix on: Jan'Q&rY 3t, 2013; Holly 
a Yoibbite Tomer- Cbib~Malfese Mit on January 31, 2013; and Teeriie, aMiXedb~ Qn 
February 13, 2013.. . 

4. On M8zCb. . st· 2013', the -Department reviewed a . website . for KK9. . entitled 
www.petfinder.com/ilhel~Y393.html. ~ website sta~d,· in Pf,lrt, "We do adopt o\lt of state 
and to northerb. st$te8 • ., . . . . . . . 

S. 'I)e_ adveitisemmt8 · .~ infu~~ ·above l indi• that .ID · ~ en~~~ busin.css o~· 
trapsporting and ac;1optlng · doliS into the Commonwealth. which requites . a shelter/rescue 
regiStmtion from tbc.Depatbn8nt. . · . · · · · · . · 

~'zOt-3 . 

./ 



. ,, 

. . 
· 6. As of the date of this Ord«, KK9 bas n tlfur· registe.ted nor been approved as a ShClter/rescue·. 

operation in ·~ po~Qnweelth of · . • . · . · · . 

ORDJJl 

NOW THBR.BFORB. ~upon th.e abc?re kno ied8e aJid inf~miation, th~ D~t has dct«mtned 
that KK.9 is ~ violation of Order l-AHQ.:05. Acc.ordiilgly, Khadaeu for K-9'1• lil'!- ii he~bY ordered 
to iDUllecU.at:ely cease u.d' detUt itt sh,Jter/~o ope~fion b) tho Commonwoalth of M.'~thusetts. 
. ~".to remove ~m ~y venue any ofterlng fo~r~ptlon of an; ul~~· .to ~:~umcs .rmd.~nts., . 

In the event that.KK.9 seeks to.Ciigage ~an ' adoption and/or teSCU'1 Operation~ 'the· tuture:m 
~~,' it i»ust•tet p~ to Order -AHO-OS. Upon s~y te~ as~-~··. · 
adoption and/or icscuc ~on pursuant to the Order, the Department may lift.1his Cease and Desist 
Order. To register, pl~ viait our website at .mass.gov/eea/agenciesl88r/animnt~bealthlshelter..and- ' 
rescue. 

. . 
Yo11r immedi. dcm.uon to tb.i~ matter·· is ~Y p~iated. If you ~v~ any questions, please call ~17- · 
626-1792. . . . 

. . . 
Any yiolatipn Ot'tbis Otder. may resW.t. in. further l gal actiOn by ~ DeparbUent, including bht not limited ·· 
to, administrative fine's. and uvunctions. . . . . . . . . . . 

·Michael~~. 
DiVision of Animal Health · 

\>:• Ir • .. ' 

. I 

I. 

.. : 

ol.• • . . '• 
r. 
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Exhibit 3: 

Connor mfl <cdegan@hopkintonma.gov> 
Mon 1/30/2017 10:32 AM 
Greyhound Friends 
To: 

Harrod, Linda (AGR); 

I do not have a scan of the signed copy and the original was mailed to th e . Do you need a copy of the signed one? I ca n make a new one and sign it 
fo r you . 

Sincerely, 
Connor B. 
Town Clerk 
Town Clerk's Office 
Town of Hopkinton 
18 Main Street 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 
Phone: 508-497-9710 
Fax:508-497-9786 
Office Hours: Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday 8:00 am to 4:30 pm 

Tuesday 8:00 am to 7:00 pm 
Friday 8:00 am to 2:00 pm 

*Please Note: When writing or responding, please be aware that the 
Secretary of State has determined that most email is a public record and, 
therefore, may not be kept confidential.* 

"''"''''''"'''''''"'''"'"'''''''''''"'""'''''''"''''''''''''''''''''''"''''''''''''''''''"''''''''''''''""' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""'''''''''''"''''''''''''"'''"''''''''''''''''''''''0'Mooo0ooooooooooooooooooooo•OOOOoOooooooooooooooooooo"'"'"''''''''''''''"''''''""''"''''''''''"''''''""'' 
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Exhibit 4: 

Me. Lowsc C<llcman 
Gre)11mmd Friends Inc. 
!67 s.iddlll- I lill RmJ.d 
Hopki.nton. MA U 174g 

~r l'l.·1s. Ccll~[mm : 

Janu~ry 25, 2017 

It recently came to our lltten.tiort that v.-e do not have 1:11.:u l and ~~fit~'toI}' inspootiou of your 
lcenneT cm file. As a result, your kennel license far G:rcyfound JlriEnw Tnc. {2017-XOO~ has 
llt!:erL :-;u!;pen.dc:d. Tht:: o;u:;~on \".ill be lifted once thi.;; ffice receives n .no1ii.:.c <.if ::i~1isf~tory 
inspt!ctim'l by tlic TLl\\oTI urH'-lpkinrun's Animal Control () Loe.I' (.ACO). 

J:lecm1se your kennel lice!l.ile iii not eurrenUy valid. you ma;v nave no more than four (4) dop,~ on 
l.hJ,, p-r~mi!ICS at my giv.:m. time unti l me ACO give~ a s.m; isf~1ory in9opoctiou. You do not .ncod. to 
tetu.ro the liocruriug material.. but I would advl!le ~p[ng ~ i.<> lc:lk:T utl.uchc:d u.1 the license until 
receiving a letter 1tom my <iffitc )ifli:ng the suspcosiOJL Pk ~do not he.~itate to 00t1 l1:1Cl m~ Lrr m -y 
off~e with 11.Cl:f que~t[0t 1 >; 11.- oc mt:i::m~ . 

Sin~i:,m;:lv, 

~'E~ 
Con.a.or li. LJesan 
TownClcxk 
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Exhibit 5: 

Dog license 

town clerk@ worthin ton -ma.us 
Sat 1/28/2017 12:46 PM 
In box 

I do not find license info for this dog, sorry. 
-- --- --- - Original Message ------- --
Subject: Dog license 

Harrod, Linda (AGR) 
Th u 1/26/2017 10:27 AM 
Sent Items 

Unfortunately I do not have a street address for the . Thank you for checking. 

Linda Harrod 
Animal Health Inspector 
Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resource 
251 Causeway St. Suite 500 
Boston, MA 02114 
Office 617-626-1795 
Cell 617-872-9956 

townclerk@worthington-ma.us 
Thu 1/26/2017 10:17 AM 
In box 

I'll check on Saturday during my regular office hours. 

These names do not sound familiar - do you have a street address for them in __ _ 

Thanks 
--- ----- - Original Message ---------
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Subject: Dog license 

Harrod, Linda (AG R) 
Wed 1/25/2017 5:23 PM 
Sent Ite ms 

To: 

townclerk@worthington-ma.us; 

Hi Katrin, 

I work for the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture and am inquiring about a dog that should be licensed 
in Worthington . 

The dog belongs to: Michaela Shepherd and John Servello. The dogs name is Ivan and he's some type of 

hound cross. 

Can you let me know if he is licensed? 

Thank you, I can be reached at 617-872-9956. 

Linda Harrod 
Animal Inspector 
Division of Animal Health 
Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources 
251 Causeway Street, Suite 500 
Boston, MA 02114 
Phone 617-626-1795 
FAX 617-626-1850 
Cell 617-872-9956 
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Exhibit 6: 
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